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Abstract
We present an effective technique to easily
augment GHKM-style syntax-based ma-
chine translation systems (Galley et al.,
2006) with phrase pairs that do not comply
with any syntactic well-formedness con-
straints. Non-syntactic phrase pairs are
distinguished from syntactic ones in or-
der to avoid harming effects. We apply
our technique in state-of-the-art string-to-
tree and tree-to-string setups. For tree-to-
string translation, we furthermore investi-
gate novel approaches for translating with
source-syntax GHKM rules in association
with input tree constraints and input tree
features.
1 Introduction
Syntax-based statistical machine translation sys-
tems utilize linguistic information that is obtained
by parsing the training data. In tree-to-string
translation, source-side syntactic tree annotation is
employed, while string-to-tree translation exploits
target-side syntax. The syntactic parse tree an-
notation constrains phrase extraction to syntacti-
cally well-formed phrase pairs: spans of syntactic
phrases must match constituents in the parse tree.
Standard phrase-based and hierarchical phrase-
based statistical machine translation systems, in
contrast, allow all phrase pairs that are consistent
with the word alignment (Koehn et al., 2003; Chi-
ang, 2005).
A restriction of the phrase inventory to syntac-
tically well-formed phrase pairs entails that possi-
bly valuable information from the training data re-
mains disregarded. While we would expect phrase
pairs that are not linguistically motivated to be less
reliable, discarding them altogether might be an
overly harsh decision. The quality of an inventory
of syntactic phrases depends heavily on the tree
annotation scheme and the quality of the syntac-
tic parses of the training data. Phrase pairs that
do not span constituents in the tree annotation ob-
tained from syntactic parses can provide reason-
able alternative segmentations or alternative trans-
lation options which prove to be valuable to the
decoder.
In this work, we augment the phrase invento-
ries of string-to-tree and tree-to-string translation
systems with phrase pairs that are not induced in
the syntax-based extraction. We extract continu-
ous phrases that are consistent with the word align-
ment, without enforcing any constraints with re-
spect to syntactic tree annotation. Non-syntactic
phrases are added as rules to the baseline syntactic
grammar with a fill-up technique. New rules are
only added if their right-hand side does not exist
yet. We extend the glue grammar with a special
glue rule to allow for application of non-syntactic
phrases during decoding. A feature in the log-
linear model combination serves to distinguish
non-syntactic phrases from syntactic ones. During
decoding, the decoder can draw on both syntactic
and non-syntactic phrase table entries and produce
derivations which resort to both types of phrases.
Such derivations yield hypotheses that make use of
the alternative segmentations and translation op-
tions provided through non-syntactic phrases. The
search space is more diverse, and in some cases
all hypotheses from purely syntax-based deriva-
tions score worse than a translation that applies
one or more non-syntactic phrases. We empiri-
cally demonstrate that this technique can lead to
substantial gains in translation quality.
Our syntactic translation models conform to the
GHKM syntax approach as proposed by Galley,
Hopkins, Knight, and Marcu (Galley et al.,
2004) with composed rules as in (Galley et al.,
2006) and (DeNeefe et al., 2007). State-of-the-
art GHKM string-to-tree systems have recently
shown very competitive performance in public
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evaluation campaigns (Nadejde et al., 2013; Bo-
jar et al., 2013). We apply the GHKM approach
not only in a string-to-tree setting as in previous
work, but employ it to build tree-to-string sys-
tems as well. We conduct tree-to-string translation
with text input and additionally adopt translation
with tree input and input tree constraints as sug-
gested for hierarchical translation by Hoang and
Koehn (2010). We also implement translation with
tree input and feature-driven soft tree matching.
The effect of augmenting the systems with non-
syntactic phrases is evaluated for all variants.
2 Outline
The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows: We review some of the basics of syntax-
based translation in the next section (Section 3)
and sketch the characteristics of our GHKM
string-to-tree and tree-to-string translation frame-
works.
In Section 4, we describe our technique to
augment GHKM-style syntax-based systems with
phrase pairs that do not comply with any syntactic
well-formedness constraints.
Section 5 contains the empirical part of the pa-
per. We first describe our experimental setup (5.1),
followed by a presentation of the translation re-
sults (5.2). We also include a few translation ex-
amples (5.3) in order to illustrate the differences
between the syntax-based baseline systems and
the setups augmented with non-syntactic phrases.
The empirical part is concluded with a brief dis-
cussion (5.4).
In the final part of the paper (Section 6), we
give a survey of previous work that has dealt
with problems related to overly restrictive syntac-
tic grammars for statistical machine translation,
inadequate syntactic parses, and insufficient cov-
erage of syntactic phrase inventories. A broad
spectrum of diverse methods has been proposed in
the literature, many of which are quite dissimilar
from ours but nevertheless related. We conclude
the paper in Section 7.
3 Syntax-based Translation
In syntax-based translation, a probabilistic syn-
chronous context-free grammar (SCFG) is in-
duced from bilingual training corpora. The par-
allel training data is word-aligned and annotated
with syntactic parses on either target side (string-
to-tree), source side (tree-to-string), or both (tree-
to-tree). A syntactic phrase extraction procedure
extracts rules which are consistent with the word-
alignment and conform with certain syntactic va-
lidity constraints.
Extracted rules are of the form A,B→〈α,β ,∼ 〉.
The right-hand side of the rule 〈α,β 〉 is a bilingual
phrase pair that may contain non-terminal sym-
bols, i.e. α ∈ (VF ∪ NF)+ and β ∈ (VE ∪ NE)+,
where VF and VE denote the source and target
terminal vocabulary, and NF and NE denote the
source and target non-terminal vocabulary, respec-
tively. The non-terminals on the source side and
on the target side of rules are linked in a one-to-
one correspondence. The ∼ relation defines this
one-to-one correspondence. The left-hand side
of the rule is a pair of source and target non-
terminals, A ∈ NF and B ∈ NE .
Decoding is typically carried out with a parsing-
based algorithm, in our case a customized version
of CYK+ (Chappelier and Rajman, 1998). The
parsing algorithm is extended to handle transla-
tion candidates and to incorporate language model
scores via cube pruning (Chiang, 2007).
3.1 GHKM String-to-Tree Translation
In GHKM string-to-tree translation (Galley et al.,
2004; Galley et al., 2006; DeNeefe et al., 2007),
rules are extracted from training instances which
consist of a source sentence, a target sentence
along with its constituent parse tree, and a word
alignment matrix. This tuple is interpreted as a
directed graph (the alignment graph), with edges
pointing away from the root of the tree, and word
alignment links being edges as well. A set of
nodes (the frontier set) is determined that con-
tains only nodes with non-overlapping closure of
their spans.1 By computing frontier graph frag-
ments—fragments of the alignment graph such
that their root and all sinks are in the frontier set—
the GHKM extractor is able to induce a minimal
set of rules which explain the training instance.
The internal tree structure can be discarded to ob-
tain flat SCFG rules. Minimal rules can be assem-
bled to build larger composed rules.
Non-terminals on target sides of string-to-tree
rules are syntactified. The target non-terminal vo-
cabulary of the SCFG contains the set of labels
of the frontier nodes, which is in turn a subset
1The span of a node in the alignment graph is defined
as the set of source-side words that are reachable from this
node. The closure of a span is the smallest interval of source
sentence positions that covers the span.
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TOP
PUNC.
.
CS-TOP
S-TOP
NP-OA
NN
Autonomie
ADJA
politische
ART
die
ADV
auch
VMFIN
wollten
NP-SB
PPER
sie
PUNC,
,
S-TOP
ADV
. . .leider
unfortunately , . . . , they also wanted political autonomy .
Figure 1: Word-aligned training sentence pair with target-side syntactic annotation.
of (or equal to) the set of constituent labels in
the parse tree. It furthermore contains an initial
non-terminal symbol Q. Source sides of the rules
are not decorated with syntactic annotation. The
source non-terminal vocabulary contains a single
generic non-terminal symbol X.
In addition to the extracted grammar, the trans-
lation system makes use of a special glue grammar
with an initial rule, glue rules, a final rule, and top
rules. The glue rules provide a fall back method
to just monotonically concatenate partial deriva-
tions during decoding. As we add tokens which
mark the sentence start (“<s>”) and the sentence
end (“</s>”), the rules in the glue grammar are of
the following form:
Initial rule:
X,Q→ 〈<s> X∼0,<s> Q∼0〉
Glue rules:
X,Q→ 〈X∼0X∼1,Q∼0B∼1〉
for all B ∈ NE
Final rule:
X,Q→ 〈X∼0 </s>,Q∼0 </s>〉
Top rules:
X,Q→ 〈<s> X∼0 </s>,<s> B∼0 </s>〉
for all B ∈ NE
3.2 GHKM Tree-to-String Translation
The described techniques for GHKM string-to-
tree translation can be adjusted for tree-to-string
translation in a straightforward manner. Rules are
extracted from training instances which consist of
a source sentence along with its constituent parse
tree, a target sentence, and a word alignment ma-
trix. We omit the details.
For GHKM tree-to-string translation, we inves-
tigate three decoding variants:
Tree-to-string translation with text input. The
decoder can construct any source-side syn-
tactic analysis that the grammar permits, very
similar to string-to-tree translation.
Tree-to-string translation with tree input and
input tree constraints. Syntactic annotation
over the input data is provided to the decoder.
The source-side syntactic non-terminals of a
tree-to-string translation rule need to match
the constituent span in the input sentence,
otherwise the rule cannot be applied. This
variant follows the method that was sug-
gested for hierarchical translation by Hoang
and Koehn (2010).
Tree-to-string translation with tree input and
input tree features. Syntactic annotation
over the input data is provided to the decoder.
No hard matching constraints are imposed,
but the decoder is informed about matches
and mismatches of the syntactic annotation in
the rules and in the input tree. It takes them
into account for the score computation.
4 Non-Syntactic Phrases for GHKM
Translation
The syntactic constraints in GHKM extraction can
unfortunately prevent useful phrase pairs from be-
ing included in the phrase inventory. Consider the
example in Figure 1: the highlighted phrase pair
〈also wanted,wollten auch〉 cannot be extracted
from this training instance for string-to-tree trans-
lation.
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In the standard phrase-based approach, in con-
trast, all continuous phrases that are consistent
with the word alignment are extracted (Och et al.,
1999; Och, 2002). The set of continuous bilingual
phrases BP( f J1 ,e
I
1,A), given a training instance
comprising a source sentence f J1 , a target sentence
eI1, and a word alignment A⊆{1, ..., I}×{1, ...,J},
is defined as follows:
BP( f J1 ,e
I
1,A) ={
〈 f j2j1 ,ei2i1〉 : ∃(i, j) ∈ A : i1 ≤ i≤ i2∧ j1 ≤ j ≤ j2
∧∀(i, j) ∈ A : i1 ≤ i≤ i2↔ j1 ≤ j ≤ j2
}
Consistency for continuous phrases is based upon
merely two constraints in this definition: (1.) At
least one source and target position within the
phrase must be aligned, and (2.) words from inside
the source phrase may only be aligned to words
from inside the target phrase and vice versa. The
highlighted phrase pair from the example does not
violate these constraints.
In order to augment our GHKM syntax-based
systems with non-syntactic phrases, we obey the
following procedure:
• The setBP is extracted from all training in-
stances, and phrase translation probabilities
are computed separately from those in the
syntactic phrase inventory.
• Non-syntactic phrases are converted to rules
by providing a special left-hand side non-
terminal X.
• A phrase table fill-up method is applied to
enhance the syntactic phrase inventory with
entries from the non-syntactic phrase inven-
tory. Non-syntactic rules are only added to
the final grammar if no syntactic rule with
the same (source and target) right-hand side
is present. This method is inspired by pre-
vious work in domain adaptation (Bisazza et
al., 2011).
• The glue grammar is extended with a new
glue rule
X,Q→ 〈X∼0X∼1,Q∼0X∼1〉
that enables the system to make use of non-
syntactic rules in decoding.
• A binary feature is added to the log-linear
model (Och and Ney, 2002) to distinguish
non-syntactic rules from syntactic ones, and
to be able to assign a tuned weight to the non-
syntactic part of the grammar.
5 Empirical Evaluation
We evaluate the effect of augmenting GHKM
syntax-based translation systems—both string-to-
tree and tree-to-string—with non-syntactic phrase
pairs on the English→German language pair using
the standard newstest sets of the Workshop on Sta-
tistical Machine Translation (WMT) for testing.2
The experiments are conducted with the open-
source Moses implementations of GHKM rule ex-
traction (Williams and Koehn, 2012) and decoding
with CYK+ parsing and cube pruning (Hoang et al.,
2009).
5.1 Experimental Setup
We work with an English–German parallel train-
ing corpus of around 4.5 M sentence pairs (af-
ter corpus cleaning). The parallel data origi-
nates from three different sources which have
been eligible for the constrained track of the
ACL 2014 Ninth Workshop on Statistical Ma-
chine Translation shared translation task: Europarl
(Koehn, 2005), News Commentary, and the Com-
mon Crawl corpus as provided on the WMT web-
site. Word alignments are created by aligning the
data in both directions with MGIZA++ (Gao and
Vogel, 2008) and symmetrizing the two trained
alignments (Och and Ney, 2003; Koehn et al.,
2003). For string-to-tree translation, we parse the
German target side with BitPar (Schmid, 2004).3
For tree-to-string translation, we parse the English
source side of the parallel data with the English
Berkeley Parser (Petrov et al., 2006).
When extracting syntactic phrases, we impose
several restrictions for composed rules, in partic-
ular a maximum number of twenty tree nodes per
rule, a maximum depth of five, and a maximum
size of five. We discard rules with non-terminals
on their right-hand side if they are singletons in the
training data.
Only the 100 best translation options per dis-
tinct source side with respect to the weighted
phrase-level model scores are loaded by the de-
coder. The decoder is configured with a maximum
chart span of 25 and a rule limit of 100.
A standard set of models is used in the base-
lines, comprising phrase translation probabilities
and lexical translation probabilities in both direc-
2http://www.statmt.org/wmt14/
translation-task.html
3We remove grammatical case and function information
from the annotation obtained with BitPar.
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system dev newstest2013 newstest2014
BLEU TER BLEU TER BLEU TER
phrase-based 33.0 48.8 18.8 64.5 18.2 66.9
+ lexicalized reordering 34.2 48.1 19.2 64.5 18.3 67.1
string-to-string (syntax-directed extraction) 32.6 49.4 18.2 }
+0.5
65.4 }
−0.4
17.8 }
+0.5
68.0 }
−0.4
+ non-syntactic phrases 33.4 49.0 18.7 65.0 18.3 67.6
string-to-tree 33.6 48.7 19.5 }
+0.3
63.9 }
−0.3
18.6 }
+0.5
66.9 }
−0.7
+ non-syntactic phrases 34.3 48.0 19.8 63.6 19.1 66.2
tree-to-string 34.0 48.5 19.5 }
−0.2
63.8 }
+0.2
18.5 }
+0.2
67.0 }
−0.4
+ non-syntactic phrases 33.9 48.4 19.3 64.0 18.7 66.6
+ input tree constraints 33.7 48.4 19.3 }
+0.4
63.9 }
−0.3
18.3 }
+0.3
67.0 }
−0.5
+ non-syntactic phrases 34.2 48.2 19.7 63.6 18.7 66.5
+ input tree features 34.3 48.3 19.6 }
+0.3
63.7 }
−0.3
18.6 }
+0.2
67.0 }
−0.5
+ non-syntactic phrases 34.4 48.1 19.9 63.4 18.8 66.5
Table 1: English→German experimental results (truecase). BLEU scores are given in percentage.
tions, word and phrase penalty, an n-gram lan-
guage model, a rule rareness penalty, and the
monolingual PCFG probability of the tree frag-
ment from which the rule was extracted (Williams
et al., 2014). Phrase translation probabilities are
smoothed via Good-Turing smoothing.
The language model (LM) is a large inter-
polated 5-gram LM with modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995; Chen and
Goodman, 1998). The target side of the parallel
corpus and the monolingual German News Crawl
corpora are employed as training data. We use
the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) to train the LM
and rely on KenLM (Heafield, 2011) for language
model scoring during decoding.
Model weights are optimized to maximize
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) with batch MIRA
(Cherry and Foster, 2012) on 1000-best lists. We
selected 2000 sentences from the newstest2008-
2012 sets as a development set. The selected sen-
tences obtained high sentence-level BLEU scores
when being translated with a baseline phrase-
based system, and do each contain less than
30 words for more rapid tuning. newstest2013 and
newstest2014 are used as unseen test sets. Trans-
lation quality is measured in truecase with BLEU
and TER (Snover et al., 2006).4
We apply a phrase length limit of five when
extracting non-syntactic phrases for the fill-up of
syntactic phrase tables.
4TER scores are computed with tercom version 0.7.25
and parameters -N -s.
5.2 Translation Results
Table 1 comprises the results of our empirical eval-
uation of the translation quality achieved by the
different systems.
5.2.1 Phrase-based Baselines
We set up two phrase-based baselines for com-
parison. Their set of models is the same as for
the syntax-based baselines, with the exception of
the PCFG probability. One of the phrase-based
systems moreover utilizes a lexicalized reorder-
ing model (Galley and Manning, 2008). No non-
standard advanced features (like an operation se-
quence model or class-based LMs) are engrafted.
The maximum phrase length is five, search is car-
ried out with cube pruning at a k-best limit of
1000. A maximum number of 100 translation op-
tions per source side are taken into account.
5.2.2 String-to-String Contrastive System
A further contrastive experiment is done with a
string-to-string system. The extraction method
for this string-to-string system is GHKM syntax-
directed with syntactic target-side annotation from
BitPar, as in the string-to-tree setup. We actually
extract the same rules but strip off the syntactic la-
bels. The final grammar contains rules with a sin-
gle generic non-terminal instead of syntactic ones.
Note that a side effect of this is that the phrase
inventory of the string-to-string system contains
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a larger amount of hierarchical phrases5 than the
string-to-tree system, though the same rules are
extracted. The reason is that we discard single-
ton hierarchical rules when we normalize the fre-
quencies after extraction. Many rules that are sin-
gletons when the syntax decoration is taken into
account have in fact been seen multiple times if
syntactic labels are not distinguished, due to pool-
ing of counts.
The string-to-string system is on newstest2013
1.0 points BLEU worse than the phrase-based
system with lexicalized reordering and on news-
test2014 0.5 points BLEU. We gain 0.5 points
BLEU on both of the test sets if we augment the
string-to-string system with non-syntactic phrases
from the standard phrase-based extractor accord-
ing to our procedure from Section 4.
5.2.3 String-to-Tree System
The translation quality of the string-to-tree sys-
tem surpasses the translation quality of the bet-
ter phrase-based baseline slightly (by 0.3 points
BLEU on both test sets). The string-to-tree system
is clearly superior to the string-to-string system,
which verifies that syntactic non-terminals are in-
deed vital. We get a nice gain of 0.5 points BLEU
and 0.7 points TER on newstest2014 if we aug-
ment the string-to-tree system with non-syntactic
phrases. The phrase-based system is outperformed
by 0.8 points BLEU.
5.2.4 Tree-to-String Systems
The tree-to-string baseline with text input per-
forms at the level of the string-to-tree baseline, but
augmenting it with non-syntactic phrases yields
only a small improvement or even harms a little
(on newstest2013).
Decoding with tree input and input tree con-
straints causes a minor loss in translation qual-
ity. We however observed a decoding speed-up. If
we employ non-syntactic phrases to augment the
tree-to-string setup with input tree constraints, we
provide the new non-syntactic rules in the gram-
mar with a particular property: their left-hand side
non-terminal X can match any constituent span in
the input sentence. The decoder would not be
able to utilize non-syntactic phrases without this
relaxation. Syntactic phrases amount to an in-
crease of up to 0.4 points BLEU (newstest2013)
5We define hierarchical phrases as rules with non-
terminals on their right-hand side, in contrast to lexical
phrases which are continuous rules with right-hand sides that
contain terminal symbols only.
and 0.5 points TER (newstest2014) in the tree-
constrained setup.
Our best tree-to-string setup takes tree input, but
involves soft matching features instead of hard in-
put tree constraints. We incorporate two features,
one that fires for matches and another one that fires
for mismatches. The motivation for not relying on
just one feature which would penalize mismatches
is that the number of syntactic non-terminals in
the derivation can differ between hypotheses. Not
all constituent spans need to be matched (or mis-
matched) by non-terminals, some can be over-
laid through larger rules.6 Tree-to-string transla-
tion with input tree features benefits from being
augmented with non-syntactic phrases by 0.2 to
0.3 points BLEU. The resulting system is mini-
mally better than the best string-to-tree system on
newstest2013, and slightly worse than it on news-
test2014.
5.3 Translation Examples
We illustrate the differences between the syntax-
based baseline systems and the setups augmented
with non-syntactic phrases by means of two trans-
lation examples from newstest2014. Both exam-
ples are string-to-tree translations.
Figures 2 and 3 depict an example that cor-
responds well to the word-aligned training sen-
tence pair with target-side syntactic annotation
from Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the translation, seg-
mentation, and parse tree derived by the string-
to-tree baseline system as single-best output for
the preprocessed input sentence: “the lessees were
against this and also wanted longer terms .” The
reference translation is: “Die Pächter waren dage-
gen und wollten zudem längere Laufzeiten.” Fig-
ure 3 shows the translation, segmentation, and
parse tree derived by the string-to-tree system aug-
mented with non-syntactic phrases. There are
two word substitutions with respect to the ref-
erence in the latter translation, but they convey
the same meaning. The baseline translation fails
to convey the meaning, mostly because “terms”
is translated to the verb “gesehen”, which is a
wrong syntactic analysis in the given context. In-
terestingly, the segmentation applied by the two
systems is rather similar, apart from the interval
“also wanted” which cannot be translated en bloc
by the baseline. All rules in the baseline gram-
6Also remember that we discarded the internal tree struc-
ture to obtain flat SCFG rules.
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Q</s>
Q
TOP
.
VP-OC
VVPP
gesehenmehr
ADV
auch
VMFIN
wollteund
S-TOP
dagegen
VAFIN
waren
NP-SB
Mieter
Q
ART
die
Q
<s>
<s> the lessees were against this and also wanted longer terms . </s>
Reference: Die Pächter waren dagegen und wollten zudem längere Laufzeiten.
Figure 2: Translation and parse tree from the string-to-tree system.
Q
</s>
Q
PUNC.
.
Q
NP-OA
NN
Laufzeitenlängere
Q
X
auchwollten
Q
KON
und
Q
S-TOP
dagegen
VAFIN
waren
NP-SB
Mieter
Q
ART
die
Q
<s>
<s> the lessees were against this and also wanted longer terms . </s>
Reference: Die Pächter waren dagegen und wollten zudem längere Laufzeiten.
Figure 3: Translation and parse tree from the string-to-tree system augmented with non-syntactic phrases.
mar that contain “also wanted” as part of their
source side imply a larger source-side lexical con-
text that is not present in the given sentence. None
of those rules matches the input. The baseline
has to translate “also” and “wanted” separately
and fails to translate the verb to a plural form
German verb. The next rule in bottom-up order
is already involved in the incorrect choice of a
verb for “terms”. The string-to-tree system aug-
mented with non-syntactic phrases applies more
glue rules, but this is beneficial in the present
example, as it breaks apart the faulty syntactic
derivation.
Figures 4 and 5 depict a second example. Com-
pared to the baseline, filling up the phrase table
with non-syntactic phrases had the effect of disas-
sembling the originally nicely built syntactic tree
structure over the translation nearly completely.
Four non-syntactic phrases are applied, three of
them span over target-side punctuation marks. The
baseline translation is more literal and conveys
the meaning, but the system augmented with non-
syntactic phrases produces a more fluent output.
Its translation seems more natural and happens to
match the reference in this case.
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Q</s>
TOP
.
S-TOP
AP-PD
beeindruckendist,
NP-SB
S-RC
VVFIN
spielt
NP-SB
Teamdasderin,WeiseundArtdie,
S-TOP
allenvon
AA-MO
meistenam<s>
<s> most of all , the manner in which the team is playing is impressive . </s>
Reference: Vor allem die Art und Weise, wie die Mannschaft spielt, ist beeindruckend.
Figure 4: Translation and parse tree from the string-to-tree system.
Q
</s>
Q
X
.beeindruckendist
Q
X
,spielt
Q
NP-SB
Mannschaftdie
Q
X
wie,WeiseundArt
Q
ART
die
Q
X
allemvor
Q
<s>
<s> most of all , the manner in which the team is playing is impressive . </s>
Reference: Vor allem die Art und Weise, wie die Mannschaft spielt, ist beeindruckend.
Figure 5: Translation and parse tree from the string-to-tree system augmented with non-syntactic phrases.
phrase table entries unfiltered dev newstest2013 newstest2014
hier. lexical hier. lexical hier. lexical hier. lexical
phrase-based – 184.9 M – 25.3 M – 29.0 M – 28.0 M
string-to-string 58.3 M 19.9 M 4.3 M 2.9 M 5.7 M 3.3 M 5.3 M 3.3 M
+ non-syntactic phrases 58.3 M 191.1 M 4.3. M 25.4 M 5.7 M 29.1 M 5.3 M 28.1 M
string-to-tree 39.7 M 21.2 M 4.9 M 3.4 M 5.7 M 3.8 M 5.5 M 3.7 M
+ non-syntactic phrases 39.7 M 192.4 M 4.9 M 25.8 M 5.7 M 29.6 M 5.5 M 28.6 M
tree-to-string 29.5 M 21.1 M 7.7 M 2.8 M 9.0 M 3.3 M 8.7 M 3.2 M
+ non-syntactic phrases 29.5 M 192.6 M 7.7 M 26.1 M 9.0 M 29.9 M 8.7 M 28.9 M
Table 2: Phrase inventory statistics for the different English→German translation systems. “hier.” de-
notes hierarchical phrases, i.e. rules with non-terminals on their right-hand side, “lexical” denotes con-
tinuous phrases.
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5.4 Discussion
A drawback of our method is that it increases
the size of the synchronous context-free gram-
mar massively. Most phrase pairs from standard
phrase-based extraction are actually not present in
the GHKM rule set, even with composed rules.
A large fraction of the extracted non-syntactic
phrases is such added to the phrase inventory
through phrase table fill-up. Table 2 shows the
phrase inventory statistics for the different sys-
tems.
Another question relates to the glue rule appli-
cations. The application of a non-syntactic rule
is always accompanied with a respective glue rule
application in our implementation. The string-
to-tree baseline utilizes glue rules on average 3.0
times in each single-best translation (measured
on newstest2014), the string-to-tree system aug-
mented with non-syntactic phrases utilizes glue
rules on average 7.0 times. We considered an im-
plementation that allows for embedding of non-
syntactic rules into hierarchical rules (other than
the glue rules) but did not see improvements with
it as yet. Furthermore, efficiency concerns become
more relevant in such an implementation.
6 Related Work
Issues with overly restrictive syntactic grammars
for statistical machine translation, inadequate syn-
tactic parses, and insufficient coverage have been
tackled from several different directions in the lit-
erature.
A proposed approach to attain better syntac-
tic phrase inventories is to restructure the syntac-
tic parse trees in a preprocessing step (Wang et
al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010; Burkett and Klein,
2012). This line of research aims at rearranging
parse trees in a way that makes them a better fit
for the requirements of the bilingual downstream
application. Conversely, Fossum et al. (2008) re-
tain the structure of the parse trees and modify the
word alignments.
Marcu et al. (2006) relax syntactic phrase ex-
traction constraints in their SPMT Model 2 to al-
low for phrases that do not match the span of one
single constituent in the parse tree. SPMT Model 2
rules are created from spans that are consistent
with the word alignment and covered by multiple
constituents such that the union of the constituents
matches the span. Pseudo non-syntactic non-
terminals are introduced for the left-hand sides of
SPMT Model 2 rules. Special additional rules al-
low for combination of those non-syntactic left-
hand side non-terminals with genuine syntactic
non-terminals on the right-hand sides of other
rules during decoding.
Another line of research took the hierarchical
phrase-based model (Chiang, 2005; Chiang, 2007)
as a starting point and extended it with syntactic
enhancements. In their SAMT system, Zollmann
and Venugopal (2006) labeled the non-terminals
of the hierarchical model with composite symbols
derived from the syntactic tree annotation. Similar
methods have been applied with CCG labels (Al-
maghout et al., 2012). Venugopal et al. (2009)
and Stein et al. (2010) keep the grammar of the
non-terminals of the hierarchical model unlabeled
and apply the syntactic information in a separate
model. Other authors added features which fire
for phrases complying with certain syntactic prop-
erties while retaining all phrase pairs of the hier-
archical model (Marton and Resnik, 2008; Vilar et
al., 2008).
In a tree-to-tree translation setting, Chiang
(2010) proposed techniques to soften the syntac-
tic constraints. A fuzzy approach with complex
non-terminal symbols as in SAMT is employed
to overcome the limitations during phrase extrac-
tion. In decoding, substitutions of non-terminals
are not restricted to matching ones. Any left-
hand side non-terminal can substitute any right-
hand side non-terminal. The decoder decides on
the best derivation based on the tuned weights of a
large number of binary features.
Joining phrase inventories that come from mul-
tiple origins is a common method in domain adap-
tation (Bertoldi and Federico, 2009; Niehues and
Waibel, 2012) but has also been applied in the
contexts of lightly-supervised training (Schwenk,
2008; Huck et al., 2011) and of forced alignment
training (Wuebker et al., 2010). For our purposes,
we apply a fill-up method in the manner of the one
that has been shown to perform well for domain
adaptation in earlier work (Bisazza et al., 2011).
Previous research that resembles our work most
has been presented by Liu et al. (2006) and by
Hanneman and Lavie (2009).
Liu et al. (2006) allow for application of non-
syntactic phrase pairs in their tree-to-string align-
ment template (TAT) system. The translation
probabilities for the non-syntactic phrases are ob-
tained from a standard phrase-based extraction
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pipeline. A non-syntactic phrase pair can how-
ever only be applied if its source side matches
a subtree in the parsed input sentence. Syn-
tactic and non-syntactic phrases are not distin-
guished, and overlap between the syntactic and
non-syntactic part of the phrase inventory is not
avoided. The decoder picks the entry with the
higher phrase translation probability, which means
that non-syntactic phrase table entries can super-
sede syntactic entries. The authors report im-
provements of 0.6 points BLEU on the 2005 NIST
Chinese→English task with four reference trans-
lations.
Hanneman and Lavie (2009) examine non-
syntactic phrases for tree-to-tree translation with
the Stat-XFER framework as developed at
Carnegie Mellon University (Lavie, 2008). They
combine syntactic and non-syntactic phrase in-
ventories and reestimate the probabilities for both
types of phrase pairs by adding up the observed
absolute frequencies. Two combination schemes
are evaluated: combination with all extractable
valid non-syntactic phrases (“direct combination”)
and combination with only those non-syntactic
phrases whose source sides are not equal to the
source side of any syntactic phrase (“syntax-
prioritized combination”). On a French→English
translation task, Hanneman and Lavie (2009) re-
port improvements of around 2.6 points BLEU by
adding non-syntactic phrases on top of their Stat-
XFER syntactic baselines. Their best setup how-
ever does not reach the performance of a stan-
dard phrase-based system, which is still 1.6 points
BLEU better.
Apart from the differences in the underly-
ing syntax-based translation technology (string-
to-tree/tree-to-string GHKM vs. TAT vs. Stat-
XFER), our work also constitutes a novel contri-
bution as compared to the previous approaches by
Liu et al. (2006) and Hanneman and Lavie (2009)
with respect to the following:
• The phrase inventory is augmented with non-
syntactic phrases by means of a fill-up tech-
nique. Overlap is prevented, whereas not
only new source sides, but also new target-
side translation options can be added.
• The probabilities of syntactic phrase pairs are
the same as in the syntax-based baseline, and
the probabilities of the non-syntactic phrase
pairs are the same as in a phrase-based sys-
tem. Counts of syntactic and non-syntactic
phrases are not summed up to obtain new es-
timates.
• Non-syntactic phrase pairs are distinguished
from syntactic ones with an additional fea-
ture.
7 Conclusions
String-to-tree and tree-to-string translation sys-
tems can easily be augmented with non-syntactic
phrases by means of phrase table fill-up, a special
non-terminal symbol for left-hand sides of non-
syntactic rules in the grammar, and an additional
glue rule. A binary feature enables the system to
distinguish non-syntactic phrases from syntactic
ones and—on the basis of the respective feature
weight—to favor syntactically motivated phrases
during decoding.
Our results on an English→German translation
task demonstrate the beneficial effect of augment-
ing GHKM translation systems with non-syntactic
phrase pairs. Empirical gains in translation qual-
ity are up to 0.5 points BLEU and 0.7 points TER
over the baseline on the recent test set of the shared
translation task of the ACL 2014 Ninth Workshop
on Statistical Machine Translation.
While GHKM-style syntactic translation has
typically been utilized in string-to-tree settings in
previous research, we have also adopted it to build
tree-to-string systems in this work. Source syn-
tax establishes interesting further directions for
GHKM systems. We investigated two of them: in-
put tree constraints and input tree features.
String-to-tree and tree-to-string GHKM sys-
tems perform roughly at the same level in terms
of translation quality. Our best string-to-tree
setup outperforms a phrase-based baseline by up
to 0.8 points BLEU and 0.9 points TER (on
newstest2014), our best tree-to-string setup out-
performs the phrase-based baseline by up to
0.7 points BLEU and 1.1 points TER (on news-
test2013).
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